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Tin Can Tales 
Volume XVI, Number 3, Fall 2017 Edition 

 

The Tin Can Tourists is an all make and model vintage trailer and motor coach club. Its 
goal is to promote and preserve vintage trailers and motor coaches through Gatherings 
and information exchange. 
 
Official Colors: Black and Tan 
Official Theme Song: "The More We Get Together"  
Stated Objective: To Unite Fraternally All Auto Campers 
Guiding Principles: Clean camps, friendliness among campers, decent behavior and to 
secure plenty of clean, wholesome entertainment for those in the camps   
 
tincantourists@gmail.com or visit www.tincantourists.com  
Address: 4 High Street Bradenton, Florida 34208  
Summer April to October: PO Box 489, Gregory, Michigan 48137 
 
Tin Can Tourists are on Facebook  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tincantourists/ 
The link below will take you to listings of Official TCT events as well as others that 
have been submitted by various hosts/sponsors:  
https://tincantourists.com/blog/events/ 
You can view Tin Can Tourists pictures on Flickr: 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tbone2/sets 
 
Tin Can Tourists: Centennial Celebration 1919 to 2019 Sertoma Youth Ranch - 
Brooksville Florida - February 18th through 24, 2019 A weeklong celebration packed 
with historic events. Put the date on your calendar. 

  

mailto:tincantourists@gmail.com
http://www.tincantourists.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tincantourists/
https://tincantourists.com/blog/events/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/tbone2/sets
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Meet and Greet with the Royal Chief 

 

 
The Fall Gathering featured extremely rare weather and the rarest display of vintage trailers ever seen. 
Six consecutive days of 90 degrees is rare for Michigan. To have it at the end of September is off the 
charts. Those record temps encompassed the Fall Gathering and provided us with swimming 
opportunities. Having a Curtiss Aero Car from the 30’s parked next to a very rare 40’s Great Western was 
a treat for attendees and visitors alike. 
The Curtiss is one of two that are known to be on the road and the Great Western is one of three known 
to exist. Many thanks to Ken Hindley and Todd Emily for making the pairing and showing possible. Daniel 
Hershberger’s informative show and tell on the history of the camp stove was outstanding. The TCT Hall 
of Famer covered the early developments of this camping necessity, highlighting Colman’s patented 
innovations that led to their industry domination. Dan illustrated his talk with his display of several 
original and restored examples of stoves from the teens and the twenties. 
 
Terry has been working with Roo Ryan, an exceptionally talented graphic artist from Ontario Canada, 
updating and up grading TCT brand trademarks and the rack cards distributed to new members and 
prospective members. The latest rack cards are exceptional. Thanks to Terry and Roo for the upgrades. 
 
Jeri and I are looking forward to our return trip to Florida. Like many others we have spoken to, we are 
very thankful that the hurricane destruction and storm surge were limited in the Bradenton area. We 
have developed a full winter season schedule with monthly events planned around the state. If we can 
find a venue for an end of the season Gathering in March, we will have a complete schedule. The highlight 
of the winter is the 99th Winter Convention, February 22nd to the 25th, 2018 @ Sertoma Youth Ranch, 
Brooksville Florida. Brooksville is 60 miles north of Tampa, right off I75. We have committed to a whole 
park lease in preparation for the Centennial 
Celebration in 2019, so there is plenty room for any member that would like to attend. The registration 
material will be available with the winter (December) newsletter. 
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Social Hour 
 

Keeping it in the Family 
By Karen Kruz –  
During the Port Crescent Gathering in July the Kruz’s trailer was recognized as one of a very few rv’s 
that have remained in the same family for generations. I ask Karen if she would submit the history of 
the Trotwood for our members. 
In 1967 my mom took me to see a camper for sale a block away.  Naturally I thought it was cute 
because I was 9!  She put a deposit down and then told my dad about it.  If she had done the latter 
first, I wouldn't be telling this story! 
 
It was a 13', 1963 Trotwood trailer with hardly any miles or wear to her.  That was July 2nd and on July 
9th, we took it out for the first time for a 2-week trip. First to Tawas Point State Park then Hoeft State 
Park, followed by Mackinaw City, Houghton Lake then home to Dearborn. What a fabulous experience 
for us all. We were hooked and took regular trips for the next 7 or 8 years. Luckily my mother kept a 
stenographer’s notebook diary of most of our trips and thankfully I still have it. For the first 3 years the 
entries were mainly just where we went. After that she got more descriptive of our overall trip, sites 
and experiences. We traveled all over the United States. Sometimes for a weekend, sometimes for 2 
and 3 weeks.  
 
The old girl sat unused and lonely for quite some time after my parents passed away. I didn't have the 
heart to sell her because it held so many wonderful memories.  After a while I urged my husband, Jay 
(boyfriend at the time) to give this camping thing a try. I thought it only fitting that our first time out 
should be Tawas Point State Park. It was Jay's first time with a trailer but thankfully, I used to help my 
dad with everything as far as set up and such and we had a nice camp in no time.  
 
About 7 years ago, good friends of ours told us about the Tin Can Tourists as they were members and 
thought we'd enjoy meeting people and going to rallies. Well we have and we do! It is such a 
welcoming organization and we're proud to be members. We enjoy the Port Crescent and Camp 
Dearborn rallies. 
 
I've retained the campers original, promotional flyer, original hand-written bill of sale between my 
mother and neighbor and the priceless diary. To my dismay, I could only find one photo of my dad and I 
in front of the trailer.  
It has had some minor interior work but fairly original. We have the original awning, door-side skirt and 
a canvas and screen room that attaches to the underside of the awning. When canvas “curtains” are 
untied, the room is completely private. I've never seen one of those before either. 
 
I am truly honored and proud to have owned this Trotwood now for 50 years! We continue to make 
memories and I know my folks are happy for us! 
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Oberlin 
 

When a membership came in listing an Oberlin as the trailer, I asked for additional information. Here 
is the reply: 
 
Hello, Forrest and company! 
 
It's rare. There was a company in Oberlin, Kansas that used to manufacture them. I've seen mine called 
an Oberlin AND North Star. My title states North Star, yet there's a tag on the rear of my camper 
stating Oberlin (go figure!).  
 
I found her on littlevintagetrailer.com and she was in Bismarck, ND. I had her shipped to me.  
I’ve been chatting with another member of Tin Can Tourists on Facebook, that has a '69 North Star. 
  
In doing research, I found a Facebook link for someone who owned a '67 Oberlin; the link was from 
2012 and had pics, so I posted it to the Tin Can Tourists page. 
 
I’m attaching a few pics of mine. I'm looking forward to enjoying the upcoming adventures.  
Rachelle 
 

 

http://littlevintagetrailer.com/
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Corsair 

 
A membership that listed a Corsair got my attention, also. 
Corsair (Vought) 1961 – a little history 
By Christopher Lyons 
Until recently we didn’t have much success learning about the original Corsair trailers. It seems 
they are rare. Our best clue has been the text beneath the logo by the front door, reading Corsair 
– Product of Vought Industries Inc –Union City Mich. 
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From our research: Chance Vought was a WWI aircraft designer but his crowning achievement 
came during the Second World War though, when he produced the famous F4U Corsair fighter 
plane. 
 
At the end of WWII, the Chance-Vought Company continued making aircraft for a shrinking 
market. With their design expertise and tooling for aluminum construction, making and selling 
their own line of campers and mobile homes seemed a very good bet. The Corsair was their proof 
of concept. 
 
The name next turns up in a full-page magazine ad from June 13, 1960, illustrating how 
determined the rechristened V.I.I. (Vought Industries Incorporated) was to become the national 
player in the Mobile Home/Camper field. After their acquisition of national manufacturers Mid-
States Corp, ABC Coach and General Coach, at the time of the ad V.I.I. had purchased Star and 
Duo in Union City Michigan, and Universal (Terra Cruiser), Jupiter, General, Regal, Pan America 
Paramount, National/Kozy, Spacemaster Rex, Elcar, and The Texan Texicana. Of this list of V.I.I. 
makes, the Corsair alone is cited as a full “Division of V.I.I.”, keeping its status as the company’s 
flagship. 
 
Moving on, a Los Angeles Times article reports that in 1962 a company called Divco-Wayne had 
snatched up V.I.I. from Chance-Vought, and then streamlined their holdings – there seems to be 
no production of Corsair campers during this period. Later Boise-Cascade assumed the business, 
and began making Corsair campers again. While very nice, these campers shared little beyond the 
name of the Corsair from the early sixties. 
About Victoria, our 1961 Vought Corsair: body length: 12 feet; full length (to receiver ball 
including hitch) 14 feet. 
Weight: 749 pounds, as weighed while the hitch was attached to our truck. Add 200 pounds 
tongue weight and it is close to the Scotty at 950 pounds. 
Cabin headroom is around 75” 
Sleeps three comfortably, an upper and a lower pull out bunk and a dinette convertible bed. 
 
This camper has a nice original Norwood 2-way fridge (which still works great on 120V), a propane 
floor furnace, what appears to have been a hot water heater, and a propane lamp. It looks like all 
the propane lines have been cut, so it’s unclear what if anything works on gas and what it would 
take to get it all going again. The stovetop had been pulled from the camper before the previous 
owner got it. There had been a porcelain toilet in the tiny bathroom, but it too is long gone. There 
appear to be ancient electric brakes still in place, but long since disused. This is one of the 
advantages of the trailer’s light weight, since New York doesn’t require trailers to have brakes if 
they weigh under 1000 pounds. 
 
The unit is also wired for 120v into a couple of lights and two wall receptacles, most of which I 
pulled out, converting the camper to 12v. 
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She sports Jalousie windows, a screen door, nice Bargman L-66 exterior door handle (now re-
keyed). The Formica countertop, backsplash and table are original I believe, with a groovy early 
sixties pattern. This Corsair has lovely birch paneling all around. 
 
We are debating restoring propane for fridge, heat and possible hot water use. That’s a decision 
for later after Victoria has some adventures in her current form.  
 
 
Pictures: 
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We get letters 
 

Heroshi Okamoto 
 

Heroshi Okamoto is our Regional Representative in Japan and a great supporter of TCT and the 
vintage trailering community. His English is far superior to my Japanese. Jeri and I love hearing from 
him. 
DEAR Forrest, Jeri, Terry & Michelle Bone. all friends of TCT. 
Thank you so so much for your sending CD pics. 
It was Great Pics of Great Vintage RVs! Also City of land scape is Great Vintage too. 
  
I am sorry for my late reply to say Thank you. 
  
It was so Hot Summer....All day I am doing Fix Vintage Airstream for Customers. 
last couple of days ,,,I replaced the Door lock of 1968 and 1973 Sovereign....exchenge normal universal 
RV lock... 
We can easy to buy Rv door locks in AMAZON web shop. 
  
it is very HARD work as CUT ALUMIINUM door frame  for off set to install new locks... 
But it is “possible” if you have TIME and Tool....but  I do not recommend to do under Summer “SUN 
shine.. 
Anyway... 
  
now recentry couple of  Years in JAPAN...my works is increased better than before.. 
I think because .All depend on The Durability of Duralmin “Silver Trailers” 
  
  
I was born 1964... 
in this 2017 ,,,Always I am dealing import “vintage 50’S ,60’s ,70’s these TIME is my “REALITY of Time” 
  
it is Funny “vintage age is my Present DAYS” 
yes, All is faded weathered,,,,But It will be  shiny after polish or fix. 
It is GREAT WORKS enjoyment for me. 
  
I know,I must gather people to get the Gathering Vintage RV camp as TCT JAPAN. 
Many people could not TOW it yet...But Soon  BOOM will be Coming.. 
  
NOW “AIRSTREAM “ is Rare in the Life style of Japanese people... 
But ,,,,I feel many people feel “it is So Cool choice” 
ANYWAY,,, 
MANY AIRSTREAM is getting higher price than before ,,you know. 
It is means ,,,,how great Worthy “AIRSTREAM or Silver Bullette RV” are! 
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I think,,,MANY people was “helped” when they sold AIRSTREAM or Vintage Trailers and  RV.. 
They can get money when they need very soon.... 
  
AIRSTREAM can help human ,,,,Beyond “TIME “ or “border “ international. 
yes, ALL Vintage Trailers which came to U.S.A. ,,,it is sitting or towed in JAPAN...yes, STILL TRAVELING 
NOW with PEOPLE’s Smile. 
  
I have seen many Smiles when they see “American RV” in JAPAN.. 
They are surprised 3times at once that GREAT remains of Shape and GREAT Design and GREAT 
reasonable Price... 
Young poor people cannot get HOME by own money,,,but they can buy  vintage TRAILER! And make 
Happy Family life.,,,,,Just like a my family. 
  
sorry ,,,It is my poor English. 
Please keep in touch! 
GOD bless your health and happy life with all your great Families. 
 BEST REGARDS, Hiroshi Okamoto 
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EL CIRCO CLIPPER – 1936 AIRSTREAM·THURSDAY, AUGUST 24, 2017 

 

 

 

  

In August 2017, a 1936 Airstream Clipper was found in an area south of Mexico City. 
My name is Reno Casasola. I’m Italian by birth but I’ve had a love since I was a teenager of the 
American lifestyle, especially motorcycles and cars like vintage Harley-Davidsons (I managed to buy one 
when I turned 18) and traditional customs and hot rods. 
I have traveled a lot to Northern Europe–and especially Sweden–to experience all this deeply radiated 
car and bike culture. In all my travels, and no matter where I have lived, I have always had a natural gift 

https://www.facebook.com/elcircoclipper/
https://www.facebook.com/notes/el-circo-clipper-1936-airstream/found-the-el-circo-clipper-an-exceedingly-rare-1936-airstream/287439341736557/
https://tincantourists.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/20768013_283960102084481_9190192196302710430_n.jpg
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for international trading deals. I even managed in Angola to find some 1950s panheads used by the 
local police. 
I really enjoy rescuing antiques, especially with wheels on them. I can’t get enough of the hunting thrill 
and the joy of saving a valuable object that can be returned to life. An added plus is the variety of 
people that I have met in the process. 
By a random car deal I managed to arrive for the first time in Mexico in December 2004. I immediately 
noticed the great number of American cars just sitting in the streets, mostly in unrestored conditions. 
Many could be bought for cheap. Coming from Italy to Mexico and finding American cars and bikes was 
a dream come true, so I started coming back more often. I eventually stayed. 
Over the years, I have managed to find, buy, and sell 100s of old vehicles. They’ve been mostly cars, but 
there were several Harleys here which had been used by the local Highway Patrol (Policía de Tránsito). 
Unfortunately, most of the Harleys had already been exported from the 1970s through 1990s, so there 
were not many remaining when I arrived. 
I’ve seen a lot in my years in Mexico, but I wasn’t expecting this summer that a rare 1936 Airstream 
Clipper would show up suddenly out of nowhere in the province of Morelos, 2 hours south of Mexico 
City. 
After many years in Mexico, I have built up a good group of friends, scouts, and contacts that tell me 
what’s available all over the country. A few weeks ago, one of my guys was driving around when he 
spotted an old trailer in the back lot. Truthfully, he was more interested in a girl who was walking by 
than anything else, but when he turned his head around he noticed–just barely–a cool cat eye trailer 
sticking out from behind the corner of a house. 
He realized that it was something unusual, and being a car guy too, he made a U-turn, forgot about the 
chica, and inquired of the guys working at the property. 
Nobody had spotted this trailer before because the family that owned the property for decades had 
built a house behind the high wall, and the house was never used except as a warehouse. Only recently 
had they rented it out as an improvised tire shop and the gates were open so the tenants could work 
on it. That’s how my guy spotted it by accident while driving by. 
My guy sent me a couple pictures of the trailer. They weren’t great, but from the moment I saw them I 
realized it was an old one. At first, I thought 1940s era because of the horizontal stripes and those cat 
eyes. I had been told it was an Airstream, but I had my doubts. However, as soon I could see the 
complete window area I realized that it was a very rare Airstream. Further research helped me 
understand it was a pre-war Airstream Clipper. And with close inspection I learned it was a 1936. The 
first year of Airstream Clipper production. 
At that point, and before I had even seen the trailer in person, my head was spinning. I kept asking how 
in the world such an old trailer ended up down here in this part of Mexico, and still in restorable 
condition. It seemed like a miracle. I knew there had to be a special and unusual story behind it right 
away, because in this country there are a lot of scrappers or poor people that would have sold the 
aluminum body for peanuts, or just to buy some tequila. 
I made the decision very quickly to rescue the trailer. I called my pal and told him I wanted to get it as 
soon as possible to avoid any risk of losing it. You just never know. That was last Monday (August 7th). 
He closed the deal and set the pick-up day for Thursday (August 10th). We needed a few days to get 
organized. 
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The rescue was a challenge. I had noticed in the first pics that a large tree was growing very close to the 
trailer…. too close. Unfortunately, the pictures didn’t tell the full story because my pal hadn’t been able 
to get closer and take better pics due to a pair of Rottweilers chained close to the trailer itself. 
It’s rainy season here so we needed some serious help to get it out of the yard. We needed some 
trusted guys, and because we knew the tree was close we knew we’d need heavy equipment. We 
brought a Caterpillar. 
The day of the rescue we left very early in the morning. When we arrived in Morelos we realized that 
the tree was more than just close to the trailer. The heavy rains had resulted in the tree toppling over 
and it had recently fallen right into the side of the trailer. Although the damage was significant, there 
was no going back at that point. We knew the trailer was well worth saving despite the recent damage. 
It was raining hard when we got there, but we were there in force. We had a couple guys climb up and 
use machetes to cut branches off the top part of the tree. After about two hours, most of the big tree 
was cut down, but the trunk remained, laying on top of the trailer. 
The Caterpillar then carefully pushed the tree body just enough so that we could slide the trailer out 
from under it. Incredibly, after so many years the tires still held air, and with 5 or 6 guys we could push 
it out far enough for the flat bed to get it. 
Being such a rare model year, there are almost no references or documentation to compare for the 
future restoration. I knew it was important to get any information I could while I was there. So while 
loading the trailer on the flatbed trailer, I carefully checked in the yard and in the empty area where 
the trailer had been. I was looking for any loose parts, related items or connections to the trailer’s past. 
Before leaving, I thanked the previous owner for the sale and the Clipper. I asked him to please try to 
find some old pics of his granddaddy. 
We moved the trailer close by to a friend’s property so that I could store the trailer more securely. 
With a hurricane coming and heavy rains all day, we wanted to get it safely under cover as soon as 
possible. 
When we arrived at the storage area, we discovered that the metal roof at the entrance was too low 
and the trailer didn’t clear. The storms were moving in and we didn’t have time to find another 
location. We ended up letting the air out of the tires and that was all it took to get it under cover and 
into protection. It barely fit, but we were able to close the gates and finally say that it was officially 
rescued! 
After taking a shower and changing clothes, the next step was a deep cleaning of the trailer. After two 
days of cleaning with the help of a friend I hired, I could really appreciate the interior and get a better 
idea of the details, as well. 
We decided that there was no other choice than to cut some of the damaged floors to get access 
underneath the floors to let the aluminum belly pan dry out. The floors were rotted from decades of 
moisture and they came up easily, revealing a belly pan in surprisingly good condition and the 
extraordinary tubular chassis structure. We even found a few lost parts that will be useful in the 
restoration. 
The innovative frame is constructed from round galvanized steel tube of various sizes that form a 
lightweight but very strong structure of aircraft design. It is remarkably still intact overall. One great 
detail is the original sticker still glued in the frame, proving its provenance. In addition, the frame is 
stamped every 10″ or so STEELTUBE. 
Some inner wall panels are still mounted and will be very helpful for templates and models during 
restoration. 
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The kitchen cabinet is there with the sink included. The middle cabinet is still present, as well. Of 
course, all the cabinets need to be redone due to a lot of moisture after 30 or more years sitting 
outside but they are perfect for templates. 
Obviously, this 81-year-old Airstream has had a long hard life. In addition to the tree damage, there are 
a couple important pieces missing. There is no entrance door. According to the seller, there was no 
door when the Airstream was moved to its current location 30 years ago. He was only 17 years old, but 
he remembers the day it arrived. The serial number plate is also missing. These plates were made of 
brass and attached next to the door. With the plate missing, the serial number is unknown. The trailer 
has been positively identified as a 1936 because that was the only year Clippers had thin window rain 
gutters rather than large eyebrows. 
A little of the trailer’s history is known. According to the seller, his grandfather Mr. Olvera Bertti (of 
Italian origins) owned the Clipper. He bought it in the United States and traveled into Mexico while 
working for the Circo Mundial (World Circus). Mr. Bertti bought it because he needed a trailer to live in 
while touring for many years all over Mexico with the circus. There were no trailers to be bought in 
Mexico of this kind. There never had been any. So, he simply bought and imported one from the United 
States. 
Mr. Bertti’s grandson said he thought it was time someone else cared for the trailer and it was time to 
sell. It would be fantastic if Mr. Bertti’s grandson can find a bit more information and perhaps a photo. 
For now, the most tangible connection the trailer has to its past is the faded sign painted on the 
aluminum skin right next to the door that reads Circo Mundial. And a separate wooden sign that reads 
the same thing. 
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Breaking Camp – Recent Rally Reports and 
what’s on the Horizon 

 

                                 2017 TCT Northeast Rally              
                                                                by Hunt Jones 

  

Celebrating our tenth anniversary at New York’s Sampson State Park on Seneca Lake during the long 
weekend of September 16, we were blessed with fine weather except for the remnants of Hurricane 
Irma which blew in Thursday.  Another bonus this year was that the campgrounds were pterodactyl-
free owing to an extended hunting season last fall.  However, dogs and humans of all sizes were still 
not safe this season.  One of several gigantic alligators that have migrated to the lake came through the 
camp loops, presumably having smelled grilled chicken.  New York lakes have become a comfortable 
home for these beasts (See Lake Placid alligators via Google), and Seneca now appears to be high on 
their list.  This one was spotted on a lower loop and was a source of curiosity and amusement by some 
campers until their noisy dog got too close and became a quick snack, the beast looking greedily at its 
owners before retreating back into the lake. 
 

             
 

The state park is located on the east shore of Seneca Lake.  Between 1942 and ‘43, 2535 acres of fields, 
woodlots, and lakeshore cottages were bought, razed, and transformed into the Sampson Naval 
Station, the second largest base in the U.S.  It became the size of a small city with its own railroad yard 
and trained over 411,000 sailors, WAVES, and nurses.  The current campground office and Recreation 
Hall building was originally a warehouse.  With the addition of an airfield, the park was again used to 
train Air Force crews when the Korean War broke out.  An excellent museum explains all this. 
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Many attendees arrived on Wednesday and by Friday Loop 2 was full with 54 rigs.  Those TCT members 
who missed this year’s registration deadline caravanned into Loop 1 and other loops to enjoy the 
weekend in a kind of Alternative Rally.  We counted 24 rigs of Scotties, Shastas, Airstreams, Avions, and 
rolling coffins (teardrops) for the Alternative.  We’d like to grow the event to include them but until the 
Park decides to remove the miniature golf course inside the Recreation Hall, we don’t have the space 
to put additional  tables for seating.  The “course” is unusable due to its dilapidated condition but sits 
there year after year.  Go figure. 
The Thursday morning rally pack handout included a fine 9 oz stainless flask with the TCT diamond 
logo, and Steve Hingtgen’s Gift Certificate for his Vintage Trailer Supply Store, a huge help to all of us 
restoring our rigs. Thursday afternoon broke out impromptu Happy Hours, followed by pizza, wine, and 
other less exciting beverages if you didn’t BYOB...in your new flask.  Ed Moore, TCT’s Northeast 
Representative, quizzed members on the TCT sign, handshake, password, motto, and official colors 
prior to the new members’ initiation “ceremony” via acceptable singing of “The More We Get 
Together.”  Late arrival new members on Friday were subjected to the same initiation but were nearly 
rejected for flubbing the words.  “Screw up this again and “YER OUT!” 

                                       
 

After clean up, Hunt Jones presented “Are We There Yet?  America’s Offbeat Tourist Attractions.”          

        
   

Friday morning began with doughnuts, coffee, juice, wine, BYOB, and the opening of the TCT store with 
shirts, mugs, medallions, decals, etc. for sale.  Camping related stuff was set out for the flea market 
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(Friday and Saturday).   Residents were free to explore the winery trail (more than 30 wineries on the 
east side alone), brewpubs, distilleries, downtown Watkins Glen, and the wonderful Glenn Curtiss 
Museum.  The afternoon was capped with an official Happy Hour at the Coon’s space while we waited 
for the tent to be relocated from Loop 4 to 2...which it wasn’t.  Friday’s supper was the mac & cheese 
and chili cook-off, winners to be presented massive trophies on Saturday (Dawn Hoeh for Mac & 
Cheese, Laurel Burkhardt for chili). 

 
Many fattening desserts larded the end tables.   
The Friday Night Lights were turned on and campfires were ignited for the evening.   

                                                                                                                                      

                                                           

           
        Dawn’s Chili                                Laurel’s Mac&Cheese                Virginia’s pj’s award 

 

The McGrath’s won the Friday Night Lights Contest but I had fallen asleep by then, and someone was 
supposed to send me a pic of their lighted rig but didn’t so you’ll have to imagine or remember what it 
was because I have no idea, and besides I’m getting tired of writing this report. 
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                                           Lights       
 
Saturday morning brought pancakes and sausages deftly prepared again by the Claysons and Marshalls, 
and I think a wear-your-pajamas to breakfast contest but I could be wrong about the day mainly 
because these things give me the creeps…not the contest, the pj’s…get all twisted.  Anyway, Virginia 
Lee won this contest (no actual pj’s pic as I was minding the store).  Flea market stuff was again set out 
and rigs cleaned up for Open House from 11 am to 3 pm, stragglers still arriving at 4 when the Day 2 
Happy Hour began again at the Coon’s space.  Broiled chicken (no alligator), dish-to-pass a/k/a pot luck 
and more desserts completed the supper repast prior to awards and announcements.  With the tent 
now in Loop 2’s infield, the band provided a couple hours entertainment. 
 
Ten Year Attendance awards were presented to Fletchers, Claysons, Coons, Jeff Strassenburg, and Ruth 
Van Putten.  This year’s winner of the Camper’s Choice Plaque was Brandon Clayson for his rescue of a 
45 foot wreck of a 1956 All States Rocket Park Model travel trailer and its incredible restoration…the 
long, long trailer weighing in at just under 9,000 pounds.  Lines of people stood outside the two 
bedroom giant all day Saturday at Open House for a showing.  
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Ed thanked the Hossfields and many others who performed clean up duties, Fletch for the 
Trumansburg Lions Club chicken (alligator alert!), Coons for Happy Hour, Joneses for the store, 
Claysons and Marshalls for breakfasts, John Peck for the band, and Brenda Gill for the rally packs. A 
plaque was presented to the Fletchers for inaugurating TCTNE, and finally, the Moore Clan was brought 
together for a standing ovation in response to all their work for the Northeast and Cayuta Lake Rallies.  
We are so fortunate to have the Moores at the helm.  All Tin Can Tourists rallies thrive and grow on 
volunteers who step up to make them successful.  The TCT motto, “Do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you” (The Golden Rule) is never more prevalent than at each and every rally. 
 

                                                      
                                                              The Blissful Moores 
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On Sunday, the store closed after breakfast, awnings and equipment were stowed, vehicles were 
hitched, and Loop 2 was vacated by 2 pm except for the Joneses who always spend the “extra day” 
there to unwind.  No chicken, no alligator that night.  No pterodactyls either.  
 
 
Photos on Flickr here (RV’s shot on Friday morning):  Highlight then click Open Hyperlink 
https://flic.kr/s/aHsm6btDfS 
 
Ed’s walk-around video here: 
https://youtu.be/fSMhSixtLXM 

 
 
  

https://flic.kr/s/aHsm6btDfS
https://youtu.be/fSMhSixtLXM
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TCT Rallies on the Calendar 
 
OCTOBER 2017 
 
2017 4th Annual Hart Rally 
October 5 - October 8 
John Gurney Park, 300 Griswold St  
Hart, MI 49420 United States + Google Map 
 
Wyandotte Camp in Fall Fest! 
October 19 - October 22 
Downtown Wyandotte, 3200 Biddle Ave  
Wyandotte, MI 48192 United States + Google Map 
NEW EVENT... NEW NEW NEW... Fall Fest in Wyandotte   Don’t put those campers away just yet!   We 
will be joining the City of Wyandotte, MI  in a celebration of Fall!  Friday, October 20, 2017! City of 
Wyandotte hosts a themed event every 3rd Friday.   The stores stay open late, events and other 
activities bring people to the downtown for a fun evening. We have been invited to “camping” part of 
the Fall Fest! The event is Friday Evening from 4:30pm to 9:00pm.  We will host… 
 
Happy “Hippie” Halloween Vintage Camper Rally 
October 20 - October 22 
Berrien Springs, Berrien Springs, MI 49103-49104 United States + Google Map 
Tin Can Tourists, Vintage Camper enthusiasts and Tin Travelers will be caravaning to the Berrien County 
Fairgrounds for a Happy "Hippie" Halloween vintage camping rally  event. 
https://tincantourists.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/Happy-Hippie-Hallowen-Rally-form-
1.pdf Water & electricity available. Restrooms & Showers. Costume Party. "Horror"-d'oeuvres Trick or 
Treating Halloween themed potluck dinner. Awards & Prizes. FREE entrance to the Antique Vintage 
market. Fun time with Fun people. And, SO MUCH MORE!!!Stay tuned for more fun details! Your Rally 
Hostess with the Mostess is Terri Lynn Hall, and coordinator… 
 
NOVEMBER 2017 
 
Koreshan Unity Settlement Gathering/Show 
November 2 - November 5 
Koreshan State Historic Site, 3800 Corkscrew Rd  
Estero, FL 33928 United States + Google Map 
Koreshan Unity Settlement Gathering/Show November 2 - 5, 2017 Estero State Park Estero, Florida The 
event is limited to 22 vintage units. Parking is available for the vintage rigs on the historic settlement 
grounds, but newer units can arrange for parking in the state campground. Click here for the 
Registration form Questions??? Email Forrest @ tincantourists@gmail.com 
 
 
DECEMBER 2017 
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Mingle and Jingle Christmas Season Celebration 
November 30 - December 3 
Sertoma Youth Ranch, 85 Myers Rd  
Brooksville, FL 34602 United States + Google Map 
Mingle and Jingle Christmas Season Celebration November 30- December 3rd, 2017 Sertoma Youth 
Ranch Brooksville, Florida Low key event as we prepare for the Christmas season. Open house for 
attendees only, evening social hours, a Friday pot luck Site Reservations will be made directly with the 
Sertoma Youth Ranch. Questions??? Email Forrest @ tincantourists@gmail.com 
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Rear View Mirror – History 
 

Tin Can Tourists – Chronology 
LINCOLN HIGHWAY CENTENNIAL CARAVAN 
Posted Jun 24, 2013 at 5:00 AM BY Dan Kubacki 
 HAYESVILLE -- Community comes hand in hand with camping with Tin Can Tourists. 
The vintage camper club circled its wagons on the lawn of the Career Center on Saturday afternoon. 
Trailer and motor home owners unfurled their awnings to welcome area residents to an open house 
before the caravan departed along the Lincoln Highway to Kearney, Neb., to celebrate the 100th 
anniversary of the byway. 
The highway runs along U.S. 30 through Ohio, with the Tourists needing to take only a one-mile detour 
north to the Career Center. 
Visitors weaved through the parked trailers, some big enough to climb up and walk inside, and others 
small enough to see all the space by just peeking a head in. 
Hardy and Terry Evans of Pleasant Prairie, Wis., waved visitors up to their 22-foot, cedar-sided fifth 
wheel. The custom-made trailer sports a steel frame, a green trolley top roof, house-quality insulation, 
a colored glass mosaic window and an antique sink from a Northshire electric train line. 
The Evans and their “Wayzless” trailer have been featured on the Travel Channel’s “RV Crazy” and 
“Extreme RV” programs. The Wayzless is their second trailer, too, after their first, the 30-foot 
“Wayzalot” was totaled in a crash with two tractor-trailers in May 2010. 
“Luckily, we all walked away fine,” Terry Evans said. “But I told Hardy, we’re not as young as we were 
15 years ago, we need something smaller.” 
Hardy Evans said he was inspired to build the trailers by what he read about the mobile homes, which 
were popular in the 1960s hippie movement. Terry Evans added that they set out to build something 
better than the trailers they had stayed in with friends throughout the years. 
“We knew we could build something much cooler,” she said. 
The slight downsize to the Wayzless hasn’t been an issue. 
“It’s much more convenient,” Hardy Evans said. “We can pull this with a pickup without any problems.” 
Dawn Bastian sat outside her 1966 Serro Scotty Tonga, a considerably smaller camping craft. Yet 
Bastian, who hails from Goodrich, Mich., was eager to show pictures of all the work that went into the 
full restoration of the trailer. Several adults looked inside the Scotty and reminisced about their family 
camping trips in similar models. 
“People come and tell you their stories, and that’s what I love to hear,” Bastian said. “Reliving that 
experience is just amazing.” 
John and Janice Wright of Ridgetown, Ontario, Canada, answered visitors’ questions about their 
gleaming 1948 Western Flyer bus. According to the couple, the bus had changed hands quite a bit in its 
history, including carting around groupies of the band Grateful Dead. 
John Wright pointed to the bus’s fresh coat of red and cream paint, which he had finished only days 
before the open house. 
“The color matches our fleet of antique tow trucks,” he said. 
For the Wrights, traveling three months out of the year always has been a relaxing getaway. 
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“It offers us a nice break from things,” John Wright said. “It’s a great way to meet people, too. There’s 
always a crowd forming in each campsite we pull in.” 
One of the smallest trailers belonged to Doug Hardekopf, a 2006 CampInn Ultra “teardrop” model. A 
queen-sized bed is about all that fits inside the main interior space. The retired AT&T worker from 
Somonauk, Ill., hauls the trailer using his bright-orange Volkswagen Beetle convertible. 
“It fits my needs,” Hardekopf said. “It’s an easy trailer to travel with. And I can eat supper within 10 
minutes of arriving at the campsite.” 
Plus, the miniature trailer serves as a conversation starter. 
“One of the reasons I bought it is the interest it garners,” Hardekopf said. “It brings people to me.” 
Although Hardekopf’s trailer is a newer model, he said he still feels a part of the group. 
“My camper is vintage looking, but everything’s brand-new, so I don’t have to worry about the 
maintenance,” Hardekopf said. “Some people in the group are all about the restored vintage look, 
while others update their trailers. 
“There’s a diversity in the group, and that’s welcomed.” 
With both rookie and veteran campers in the Tin Can Tourists caravan, excitement abounds for the trip 
to Kearney. 
“I’m thrilled about it,” Bastian said. “We’re all friends, and it’s a fun trip to do, especially in a small 
group. 
“Plus, how can you beat the 100th anniversary?” 
 

 


